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Sway Lamp
MOBILE FLOOR LAMP
Sway is a totally new concept in floor lamp design. The playful light is not tethered
to any power cable or outlet. It is completely free to move about and for the user
to interact with it anywhere, indoor or outdoor. The globular base which teeters
back and forth when knocked, delivers an unexpected playful edge.
Sway’s paired back design is graceful in its simplicity, the lamp having presence
whether it is still or when swaying on its globular base; it naturally integrates into
the space for which its designed. As it is cordless and re-chargeable, it can be
used in outdoor as well as interior settings, making it versatile as well as
decorative. The highly functional design adds more depth, driven by easy to use
touch tap technology the lamp offers customers five lighting options and the
battery life lasts 6-10+ hours depending on the selected setting.
Made by Pen (Pen) is an Australian-based design studio that creates original,
architecturally inspired-products through a unique collaborative process.
Partnering with Australia’s most passionate designers and architects Made by
Pen’s vision is to continue to make Australian design world-renowned. At Pen, we
strive to produce pieces which are seamless, fluid and balanced in design. Our
ambition to make the places we work, live and play, more functional, beautiful
and evolved.
Nick Rennie is a leading figure in Australian design landscape, Nick Rennie
explores design that takes its inspiration from interaction with everyday items.. To
breathe new life into the repetition of domesticity, and to do it in a way that
engages and evokes an emotional reaction, s the very
Lessence of Rennie’s professional ambition
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Dimensions
Light diameter: 125mm
Base diameter: 200mm
Height: 1850mm

Colours
Black and white
Adorn (Warm Grey)

LUX indication
Warm Low 28 | White Low 28 | Medium Warm 34 | Natural
40 | Natural Bright 70

Component Materials
Silicone light casing, carbon rod, aluminium base
Globe LED board

Watt Indication
Minimum: 4W
Maximum: 7W

Certifications
Outdoor: IP54
EU: CE certification
Australian Standards

Product Warranty
We offer 12-month warranty on all parts; however, our intension is to buy once, buy well so we would love you to contact
us after the warranty periodhas passed to correct any lamp irregularities. The Sway lamp is assembled in Australia so we
are able to service and replace parts. The LED light component was a deliberate choice for its long-life.
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